Summer 2019 Contract
Note that the Summer 2019 Contract is due May 19th.
Speciality classes
We will be offering a specialty class(es) this summer. This class will be offered the first 3
Tuesdays & Thursdays of June. This is an opportunity for skaters to improve their overall
stamina. More information and a separate sign up will be sent out by Andrea soon!

Freestyle
Freestyle is open to skaters who have passed USFSA Basic 5 or higher.
Freestyle/JC is open to all members and basic skills members.
Contract Freestyle is offered at a rate of $16.00 per hour for full members of Maplewood FSC.
This ice time is offered at a rate of $17.00 per hour for associate members and $18.00 per
hour for non members. Please see contract and calendar for dates and costs for the various
sessions.

Ice Dance
Ice Dance is basically a series of edges, steps and turns, organized in a certain way and set to
music, that are repeated as one travels around the ice rink. Ice Dance will keep skaters on the
ice and learning the control that figures also teach. Ice Dance will also add a sense of style to a
skater’s performance. There are many different styles of dances and they all call for different
interpretations and expressions. This helps skaters adapt better to changing moods of music.
Group Ice Dance lessons will take place on Wednesday evenings from 7:20-8:20 (for most of
the summer) check calendar for different times, as shown on the calendar as DNC. You will
receive a lesson and have time for practice. This ice is also available for private ice dance
lessons with your own ice dance coach or for ice dance practice. Please see the contract for
the ice dance fees.
Random Ice Punch Cards are available, 20 punches/card for $90.00 for full club members.
$95.00 for Associate members and $100.00 for non members. One punch equals 15
minutes of ice time. You may purchase these cards by noting how many you would like to
purchase on the Ice Contract form. I will then get them to you at your ice contract time
or mail them to you.
If you are skating random ice and paying at the rink the cost is $20.00 per hour payable
by check made out to MFSC. –There is no discount for Random ice at the rink. 45
minutes = $15.00.

